Internship/full-time position: Equity Research Associate

New Street Research – Technology Infrastructure

Our Background

New Street Research is the premiere independent research boutique focused on the Telecommunications and Technology sectors globally. We partner with the world’s leading investment institutions to bring them unique insights and ideas that will guide their investment decisions. We have offices in London, New York, and Singapore.

Our Technology Infrastructure team started operations in 2018, covers some of the most exciting tech names (Tesla, Apple, Uber, SoftBank and the Vision Fund, Intel, Nvidia, AMD, and many others), and is expanding fast.

We want to add to the team talented research associates, passionate about technology, passionate about investment research, and willing to contribute and learn in a fast-paced and successful team.

Job description

- Fully immersed in a team of talented, supportive analysts who will help you learn and challenge you to grow;
- Contribute to multiple research projects: financial modeling, deciphering latest technology trends and framing their business implications, market research, etc.;
- Companies we cover today are Tesla, Broadcom, Applied Materials, Nvidia, Intel, AMD, Infineon, Palo Alto Networks, Cisco, Arista Networks, ASML, Apple, Ericsson, Nokia, SoftBank, Uber. We plan to continue to expand our coverage with the most exciting tech companies in the world today;
- We are flexible on start date and we are looking for full time additions to the team and interns;
- Based in London and / or New York; flexible location over time;

Requirements

- Analytical, numerical, and quantitative mindset;
- Rigorous and independent thinking;
- Intellectual curiosity;
- STEM background or strong demonstrated interest for technology (semiconductors, electrical engineering, computing infrastructure, etc…);
- Good understanding, or appetite to learn fast about investing, technology, strategy, and corporate finance;
- Hard and dedicated worker, team player;
- Great oral and verbal communication;
- Receptive to feedback, willing to learn and catch opportunities;
- Tier 1 academic background.

Opportunities

- Learn from one of the best tech teams on Wall Street, Led by a top-ranked senior analyst and combining rich backgrounds in finance, engineering, and strategy;
- Be at the core of innovation globally. travel the world to meet people driving innovation;
- Outthink the world. Be part of the very few figuring out first where innovation is going and how it is affecting business and investment;
- Work directly with the world’s largest financial institutions;
- Competitive compensation.

Please send CV and Cover Letter to: GlobalTech@newstreetresearch.com if you are interested in joining our team